
- T H E  L A T E S T  P R O D U C T  F R O M  P O L F O O D  -



Das neue Produkt von Polfood ist der Crown Beef Bacon. Der neue 

und hochwertige Rinderbacon überzeugt Feinschmecker, die nach 

einer Alternative zu konventionellem Schweinespeck gesucht ha-

ben, sowohl als auch für jene die immer ihre  Augen nach Neuhe-

iten, wie diesem Rinder-Räucherbacon offen halten.

The latest product from Polfood is Crown Beef bacon. This brand new,  
high-quality bacon will win over gourmets who are looking for an alternative 

to conventional pork bacon, as well as those with an eye for innovation.

Whether crispy fried or natural, Crown Beef bacon  

is a delicious treat for every meat lover, and is available  

in a halal variant. It can be prepared without  

additional oil in the frying pan.



Our Crown Beef bacon is the perfect addition to any 

breakfast, and completes every burger with its juicy 

flavorsomeness. Enjoy this food newcomer as a piquant 

addition for any occasion!



Aesthetically, the crispy bacon is a highlight on your 

plate, or in your glass! The savory slices will delight  

every guest and shine in any dish. 

This savory beef bacon also combines perfectly with 

seasonal, fresh asparagus and young potatoes, partnering 

beautifully with fresh ingredients of all kinds.



Our beef bacon is also available in cubes (5x5 and 10x10 

mm), which are in no way inferior to the sliced version. 

Small but succulent, they complete dishes without  

adding clutter. 



Let smoked beef bacon win you over as a versatile 

ingredient in international cuisines, for example  

on French tarte flambé or Polish dumplings.



Of course, the delicious Crown Beef Bacon also finds its 

place in German dishes. The smoky notes give simple 

recipes like fried potatoes an unrivalled sophistication.



This all-rounder bacon is now available exclusively from Polfood in various  
packaging units, and as a halal variant. Crown Beef Bacon will win you over  

as a new taste experience and alternative to traditional pork bacon.
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